Breast density is a strong risk factor for breast cancer and has potential use in breast cancer risk prediction, with subjective methods of density assessment providing a strong relationship with the development of breast cancer. This study aims to assess intra-and inter-observer variability in visual density assessment recorded on Visual Analogue Scales (VAS) among trained readers, and examine whether reader age, gender and experience are associated with assessed density. Eleven readers estimated the breast density of 120 mammograms on two occasions 3 years apart using VAS. Intra-and inter-observer agreement was assessed with Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) and variation between readers visualised on Bland-Altman plots. The mean scores of all mammograms per reader were used to analyse the effect of reader attributes on assessed density. Excellent intra-observer agreement (ICC>0.80) was found in the majority of the readers. All but one reader had a mean difference of <10 percentage points from the first to the second reading. Inter-observer agreement was excellent for consistency (ICC 0.82) and substantial for absolute agreement (ICC 0.69). However, the 95% limits of agreement for pairwise differences were -6.8 to 15.7 at the narrowest and 0.8 to 62.3 at the widest. No significant association was found between assessed density and reader age, experience or gender, or with reading time. Overall, the readers were consistent in their scores, although some large variations were observed. Reader evaluation and targeted training may alleviate this problem.
INTRODUCTION
Breast density is the relative proportion of radio-opaque fibroglandular tissue on a mammogram, and is recognised as a strong risk factor for breast cancer. 1 Increased breast density is also associated with reduced sensitivity in detecting breast cancer lesions in mammograms. 2 The use of breast density measurements may lead to more accurate predictions of breast cancer risk at screening, and hence it can play a role in tailoring breast screening according to individual cancer risk.
The Predicting Risk Of Cancer At Screening (PROCAS) study in Greater Manchester, UK 3 aimed to determine the feasibility of introducing personalised breast cancer risk prediction into the National Health Service (NHS) Breast Screening Programme by collecting data on breast cancer risk factors including breast density measurement to predict individual women's risk. One of the methods used to quantify breast density in the PROCAS study is assessment of percentage density by expert readers recorded on Visual Analogue Scales (VAS).
Visual assessment of breast density using VAS is an area-based two-dimensional quantitative method which involves the estimation of the percentage breast density on a continuous scale by expert readers. Although it has the advantage of simplicity, it is subjective and gives rise to both intra-and inter-observer variability. 4 Despite the availability of automated volumetric methods of assessing breast density, visual assessments are still useful for longitudinal analyses, or in cases where the raw 'for processing' mammograms are unavailable. However, stability over time and inter-reader variability are important factors in such situations. Visually assessed breast density also adds useful information to breast cancer risk prediction models 5 and shows a stronger relationship with breast cancer risk than automated volumetric methods. 6 This study aims to assess the extent of intra-and inter-observer variability in assessing breast density using VAS among a group of readers in the Nightingale and Prevent Breast Cancer Centre at the University Hospital of South Manchester, UK. It addresses the issue of reproducibility over time, and also aimed to identify whether reader attributes or the time taken to assess images influenced density assessment.
METHODS

Study design
The PROCAS study recruited women between the ages of 47 to 73 who were attending routine NHS breast screening, and collected data on a number of breast cancer risk factors including breast density at the time of screening. 120 mammograms from PROCAS were used to assess intra-and inter-observer variability in visual assessment of breast density over a three-year interval. Eleven readers scored the percent density of the mammograms on VAS on two occasions. Mammograms were assessed in four batches of 30 and the time taken to assess each batch was recorded.
The VAS scores were used to assess intra-and inter-observer agreement. For the inter-observer component, the most recent scores were used to assess the level of agreement between readers. Mean density scores were compared with age, gender and experience of the readers, and time spent assessing the mammograms.
Mammogram selection
Mammograms were selected on the basis of the average visually assessed percentage density recorded on VAS during PROCAS, to provide examples distributed evenly between deciles of density. All images had been acquired on GE Senographe Essential mammography systems. Mammograms of subjects who had a breast cancer diagnosis in the past or at time of entry to PROCAS, had breast implants, had undergone a mastectomy or self-reported a previous breast biopsy were excluded from this analysis.
Breast density assessment with VAS
Four mammographic projections were available: the cranial-caudal (CC) and mediolateral-oblique (MLO) views for both left (L) and right (R) breasts; hence there were four scores per reader per case: LCC, RCC, LMLO and RMLO. Breast density for each woman was recorded on paper score sheets with four 10cm long VAS marked 0% at one end and 100% at the other, one for each available view. The score sheets were scanned using custom software which converted the marks to percentages. The exercise was undertaken in 2012 and repeated in 2015.
Participating readers
The readers were a group of eight consultant radiologists, two advanced practitioner radiographers and one breast physician, with varying levels of experience in reading mammograms ranging from 4 to 28 years. Readers were blinded to scores undertaken on entry to PROCAS, their own scores in 2012 and scores of other readers. Reader demographics are shown in Table 1 .
Statistical analysis
For the purpose of analysis, the average of the four readings (LCC, RCC, LMLO, RMLO) for each mammogram was used. Intra-and inter-observer agreement for VAS readings was performed by calculating the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC). ICC is used to estimate the reliability of quantitative and continuous data and lies between 0 and 1. A higher ICC corresponds to higher level of agreement and reliability. The mean difference between the initial (2012) and subsequent (2015) scores for each reader was computed to examine the general trend in scoring over the two time points. To aid the analysis of inter-observer variability, a scatterplot matrix was used to demonstrate the relationship between the scores of any two readers. Bland-Altman plots 8.9 were constructed to assess the 95% limits of agreement (LOA) of VAS readings between two readers. The maximum absolute difference was also computed; this is the maximum difference between any two readings for the same mammogram.
The mean score of the 120 mammograms for each reader was computed. Readers were grouped into two categories for each of the following attributes: age (below or above 50 years); gender (female or male); and experience (less than or greater than 20 years). The mean scores of the readers for each category were calculated and group means were compared using a one-way ANOVA to investigate possible associations. Linear regression was used to examine the relationship between time taken to read the set of mammograms and mean VAS scores.
RESULTS
Intra-observer variability
The ICCs for the readers ranged from 0.52 to 0.94 (Table 2 ). Eight of the 11 readers had ICCs above 0.80 which corresponds to an excellent level of agreement between their VAS readings at the two time points. Nine readers had negative mean differences in their scores, indicating that these readers had, on average, a decline in their scores from the initial to subsequent readings (Figure 1 ). Only one reader (Reader H) had a mean difference above 10 percentage points of 14.8. The maximum absolute difference ranged from 20.1 to 71.0 (Table 2) .
Inter-observer variability
Inter-observer agreement was found to be excellent for consistency (ICC 0.82) and substantial for absolute agreement (ICC 0.69), meaning the VAS scores are very consistent for each reader but to a lesser extent for absolute agreement, which takes into account the systematic differences between readers.
In the Bland-Altman analysis the 95% limits of agreement (LOA) were narrowest for Readers G and K (-15.7 to 6.8 to 15.7) and widest for Readers C and J (0.8 to 62.3) (Figure 2 ). Figure 3 shows the scatter plot matrix of all pairwise scores among the 11 readers. The line of equality, where the corresponding scores from the two readers are equal, acts as a reference line for perfect pairwise concordance. The large proportion of points deviating from the lines of equality demonstrate the extent of the variability in VAS scores between readers (Figure 3 ). This is particularly evident for Reader J who had scores significantly lower than other readers. 5% confidence e Table 3 . M Figure 4 .
Time t
The total time represent the full range of densities encountered in a screening population; whilst the readers were informed that this was the case, they were used to assessing a screening mix clinically. This could have resulted in underestimating density in some cases; it is apparent in figure 3 that higher densities are under-represented. The readers in this study did not have specific training in density assessment, since at the time of the PROCAS study it was not known in detail how visual assessment recorded in this way related to risk. With a large body of data now available, training could be implemented to share best practice and improve risk prediction across the population of readers.
Overall, intra-observer agreement of VAS scoring was excellent for the majority of the readers. Whilst inter-observer agreement was substantial, there were significant variations in scores between readers for some mammograms. BlandAltman analysis illustrated wide limits of agreement between any two readers, with the widest at (0.8 to 62.3) and narrowest at (-6.8 to 15.7). These results suggest that the use of VAS scores by a pool of readers might be problematic when assessing density longitudinally, for example in assessing whether tamoxifen has resulted in a reduction in mammographic density and cancer risk. In the IBIS study 10 density reductions of 10% or more were associated with a reduction in risk. If VAS is to be used for a similar purpose, based on our analysis we would recommend that the same reader assesses mammograms at both time points. For breast cancer risk stratification, a potential approach is to correct scores to adjust for inter-rater bias. 11 A recent publication from the PROCAS study has demonstrated that VAS risk estimates were attenuated but still statistically significantly associated with increased breast cancer risk after adjusting for observer variability 12 .
Reader attributes were also examined in relation to density assessment, however there was no significant association between age, gender, experience of reading mammograms or time taken to read the batches of images in this study. However, a limitation of this study is the small number (11) of participating readers. There were too few readers in each group to enable detailed examination of any association between reader attributes and density assessment, in particular there were only three male readers available, and whilst they all had several years' experience reading mammograms, their experience of density assessment varied widely with the number of mammograms read in PROCAS ranging from 1653 to 16443 (median = 7763).
